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The work described in the thesis is concerned 
with "the Study of Influence of Geoaagnetic Field an 
Extensive Air Showers". An attempt is laade to verify 
experimentally the idea of ellipticity of shower structures 
suggested by Cocconi. 
In the first chapter a brief review of the pres^it 
ideas about cosmic redletion is presented. The Nucleonic-
caseade aodel of Extensive Air Showers is described queli-
tative|.y, right from the origin at the top of the etmosphere 
till the showers reach the surface of the earth including the 
leteral spread of showers. 
In chepter II the experinientel arrangement is 
described with the help of figures. A brief description of 
the neeessery precautions that have been observed in the 
prepergtion of reliable counters with long pletean and 
sifsilar characteristics is given. The electronic clrcuitery 
used in the experiments is also shown. 
In chapter III Gocconi's prediction that the 
deflection of sir shower particles in the earth's magnetic 
field should produce some ellipticity of shower structurei end 
his theoretical calculations of the geomagnetic effect are 
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presented* The experimental r e s u l t s ©btsined a t Qtilaefg 
( e l t s 2710 m) while inirest iget ing t h i s predic t ion are 
analysed ©nd disotassed. fhe r e s u l t s are ©Iso oot^sreS 
with those ©f Gheloupkej Dubinsky^-Chalouplce, Noraen end 
Hikoisky-Setsevich. The <|ii8litative egreement of the r e s u l t s 
i s pointed out , Sotne drawbacks of the experimentel errenge-
aient and the extent to which t h ^ affect the observed 
geomagnetic e f fec t ere discussed* I t i s concluded tha t the 
geossagnetlc f ie ld has & s lgn i f i cen t influence (m the l a t e r a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of shower pa r t i c l e s* 
Chapter I¥ contains the experim^itel r e s u l t s 
col lected a t Aligsrh ( s l t j 205 ra), fhe discrepancy between 
the experiiaentelly observed geomagnetic effect by several 
authors and the t heo re t i ce l l y predicted value of (Joeconi i s 
pointed out* Ore l ' s theore t l ce l c s l cu l s t i ons for the influence 
of geomagnetic f i e ld on various coepon^its of Extensive Air 
showerss e) priraery p a r t i c l e s b) TT-mesons c)/x-8?esons end 
d) t h e i r decsy e lec t rons BTB given* The r e s u l t s co l lec ted 
8t Aligsrh are eotspared with those of Oren e t Heife* fhe 
in f lu^ ice of a l t i t u d e on the geomegnetic e f fec t of Extensive 
Air Showers i s a lso discussed* 
In Chapter 7 the d i rec t iona l p roper t i e s of shower 
detec t ing arrays are discussed, fhe s lgn i f iosn t di f ferences 
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between the resul ts of yerious author's regarding the 
dir@ottonsl efflQleacy of Ejcfe@nst"^ e Mr shower arragrs 
are pointed out. Poss ib i l i t ies of further improving the 
performence of the devise sre elso indicated. 
The papers published on the work presented in 
the thesis ere also attsohed in the ®ad. 
The resul ts present in the thesis suggest, 
et Xeest (psl i ts t ively^ that the geomegnetic f ield has 
eonsideratole influence on the la te ra l distributitm of 
sho^rer pe r t i c l e s , end the e l l i p t i c i t y of shower structure 
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ABSTRACT. G. Cocconi (1954) pointed out that the deflection of air shower particles 
in the earth 's magnetic field should produce some ellipticity of shower structure, and hence 
the lateral distribution of electrons around the shower axis should not be circular, but elliptical, 
with the major axis in the East-West direction. This effect was investigated a t Gulmarg 
(alt. 2710 m: 24°-36' N-geomagnetic lat.;) with two G-.M. counter telescopes, for three separa-
tions 10 m, 23 III, and 40 m. The results show that there is a significant difference between 
the shower rates from East-West and North-South directions. This asymmetry in the shower 
rates is found to increase with the separation, and the zenith angle of the telescopes. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
G. Cocconi (1964) pointed out that Z>„, the displacement of air shower 
particles due to the earth's magnetic iield is not negligible in comparison with 
Dg, the projected lateral displacement due to multiple coulomb scattering, and 
this effect might be large enough to be detected as an asymmetry in the lateral 
distribution of electrons in air showers. I t means the electrons are distributed 
elliptically, around the shower axis. 
I t has been evaluated in the first approximation, that the ratio of the two 
displacements is given by 
D^ID, = 0.22 cos A/P. 
Where A is geomagnetic latitude, and 
P is air pressure in atmospheres. 
The combined displacement is -D„+^ = I D^^^-^Dg^ ; so that 
^m-i-N -^ JJ s 
• D , 
i+(«:^^)M 
0.024 cos^ A 1-1- p 2 
P. Chaloupka (July, 1954) measured this effect on the top of "Lommicky' 
Stit" (alt. 2634 m : 48° N. geomagnetic latitude) with two G. M. counter teles-
153 
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copes. The separation of the telescopes was 7 m. The telescopes were incluied 
at 45° zenith angle and successively directed towards East, West, South, and North. 
Fourfold coincidences were taken. He reported nearly 20% more showers arriv-
ing from the B-W direction than from N-S direction. Due to large statistical 
errors he did not draw any conclusion. Later Dubinsky, Chaloupka, et al. {1956) 
continued the investigation (alt. 1778 m: 48°iV". geomagnetic lat.) in which they 
fixed up the ])ORition of the shoM er corp, and measured the jjarticle densities to 
the West and South of the core, at three distances 15.5 m, 30 m, and 50 m. Though 
the\' did not find any variation for 15.6 m, they observed 40% and 60% greater 
densities in the West direction than in the South for 30 m, and 50 m distances res-
pectively. Even in this case the statistical errors were large. The present 
investigation was carried out at Gulmarg (alt. 2710 m : 24°-36' N. geomagnetic 
lat.) with improved statistics. 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
The experimental arra,ngement was similar to that of Chaloupka, .aiid the 
block diagram is shown in Fi?. 1. I t consisted of two G. M. counter telescopes 
Ti, 1\, with two trays in each. In each tray there Avere four counters (size 52 X 584 
mm) filled with x\rgon and petroleum-ether. The separation of the counter 
tiays in the telescopes Avas 950 mm. The pulses from the trays were carried to 
the cathode-follower and from there to the coincidence ciicuit, through a low 
impedance coaxial cable, type KDA%. Only fourfold coincidences Avere recorded 
by the recording unit. The counter traj's were mounted on an aluminium 
frame, which was fixed to a wooden stand in such a way that the telescope can 
be fixed at any particular zenith angle. 
-^  ' ' A 3, 
CO/NC/D£r^C£ 
Fig. 1. 
The. asymmetry in the rate of shoAvers was measured for three distances 
10 m, 25 m, and 40 m betAveen the telescopes. The telescopes were directed 
toAvards East, West, South, and North at zenith angles 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60° 
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and fourfold coincidences were recorded. Counters with a minimum plateau of 
200 V were used in the experiment, and they Avere tested everj' day before start-
ing the apparatus. 
R E S U L T S AND D I S CU S'SI ON-
The results of the experiment are given in Tables T, IP, and l l J , for'the thi-ee 
separations 10 m, 25 m, and 40 m. lit any direction if the total number of coimts 
1 ecorded is M, during the total time T hours, then the shower tate in that direction 
is MjT per hour. The error in the shower rate is taken as Jfij'T 
The first table represents the shower rates from East,"West, South, and North 
directions with the corresponding errors. In Table II-the average,.sho^^ef rate 
from East-West directions is taken as x and the average shower ra-t-e from North-
South directions as y. Next, the ratio a;/«/is calculated for the three-separations 
and all the zenith angles as shown. If the circular symmetry of electrons around 
the shower axis is to be correct, the ratio x/y should be unity. But it can be seen 
that in all the cases, A^dthout exception, the ratio is larger than unity and far beyond 
the statistical errors. • This clearly indicates that electrons in extensive air 
TABLE I 
Counting rates of showers from East, West, South, and North directions 
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TABLE II 





















from. E - W 
9 4 . 4 ± 1 . 8 
8 0 . o ± 1 . 4 
7 2 . 3 ± 1 . 2 
6 3 . 3 ± 1 - ] 
o4.5dzl.O 
5 8 . 9 ± 1 . 4 
5 2 . 2 ± ] . l 
4 6 . 6 ± 0 . 9 
4 2 . 7 ± 1 . 0 
3 6 . 1 ± 0 . 8 
3 8 . 4 ± 1 . 1 
3 4 . 0 ± 0 . 9 
3 1 . 2 ± 0 . 9 
2 8 . 0 ± 0 . 8 




8 7 . 0 ± ] . 6 
72.1 ± 1 . 2 
6 2 . 1 ± 1 . 1 
o 3 . 4 ± 0 . 9 
4 6 . 5 ± 0 . 9 
g 2 . 5 ± l . l 
4 0 . 3 ± 0 . 9 
3 3 . 3 ± 0 . 7 
2 8 . 5 ± 0 . 7 
2 2 . 9 ± 0 . 5 
3 0 . 0 ± 0 . 9 
2 4 . 8 ± 0 . 7 
2 0 . 4 ± 0 . 6 
1 6 . 5 ± 0 . 4 













] . 2 8 ± . 0 o 3 
1 .37±.053 
1 .53±.063 





8 . 2 ± 2 . 6 
1 1 . 0 ± 2 . 4 
l o . 2 ± 2 . 4 
1 7 . 0 ± 2 . 4 
] 5 . 8 ± 2 . 7 
1 1 . 5 ± 3 . 2 
2 5 . 7 ± 3 . 0 
3 3 . 3 ± 2 . 8 
3 9 . 9 ± 3 . 3 
4 4 . 7 ± 3 . 0 
2 4 . 6 ± 4 . 1 
3 1 . 3 ± 3 . 8 
4 1 . 9 ± 3 . 9 
o l . 7 ± 3 . 5 
6 1 . 8 ± 3 . 7 
TABLE III 









East-West asymmetry of extensive air showers 
10 m: 25 m: 40 m: 
2 . 6 1 ± 3 . 3 4 10 .34±4 .32 7 .95±5 .38 
7 . 6 1 ± 3 . 3 2 6 .86±3 .82 9 .30±5 .70 
9 .01±3 .57 11 .70±4.4o 10 .71±5 .53 
13 .03±5.87 5 . 8 2 ± 4 . 3 1 5 . 5 5 ± 5 . 3 2 
showers are distributed eUiptically around the shower axis. The percentage 
asymmetry between the shower I'ates from E-W and N-S directions is given 
in the last column of Table TI. 
The errors in tlie ellipticity and the percentage asymmetries are calculated 
as follows :-
If (i^)is a fun ction of both a; and ^ then the error in Fis given by 
22 = 
dx [ dy y 2 
whpre S^ and Sj, are errors in (a;) and (y). and S is the en'or in the function (F). 
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Then a graph is drawn with the zenith angles along the abscissa and the 
percentage asymmet±ies along the ordinate for the tliree separations of the teles-
copes. From the graph it is clear that there is a sj'stematic increase in the 
asymmetry with zenith angle. I t can also be seen that at any particular zenith 
angle the asymmetry increases with the separations of the telescopes. Of course 
the same arguments hold good for ellipticity also. The percentage asymmetry 
and elipticity will increase by about 4 or 5% if the counting rates of showers only 
from West and South are taken into consideration, because the average shower 
rate from E-W is less than the individual shower rate from West, though the 
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Fig. 2. Zenith angl© versus percentage asymmetry. 
Though the main aim of the investigation Js to find out the geomagnetic effect 
0)1 extensive air .showers, there is one more interesting point. At all zenith angles 
from 15°-60° for the three separations 10 m, 25 m, and 40 m, the shower rate is 
slightly more from West than from East direction. This East-West asymmetry 
of extensive air showers is shown in Table ITT. In view of the very large 
statistical errors, and very poor angular lesolution of the telescopes, it is felt 
better not to draw any definite conclusion. But it appears that there is some 
East-West asj^mmetry for extensive air showers also. From Table III it can 
be seen that for 10 m separation the asymmetry gradually increases from 15° 
to 60° zenith, whereas for 25 m, and 40 m, it reaches a maximum at 45° zenith 
and then comes down. To arrive at any conclusion regarding this East-West 
asymmetry of extensive air showers, more data are needed. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
At moderate latitudes and mouniain altitudes the geomagnetic field has a 
considerable and well detectabl<? influence on the density distribution of extensive 
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air sTiowers. The percentage asymmetiy bet«-eeu the shoMei rates fioni E-\Y 
and N-iS increases ]iot only with the separation of thp two telescopes but also with 
the zenith angle at which the telescopes are inclined. There appears to be 
5 to 10% East-West asyrametry also for Extensive air showers. 
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DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF EXTENSIVE 
AIR SHOWER ARRAYS 
A. BHASKARA RAO AND P . S. GILL 
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{Received July 12, 1981) 
ABSTRACT. The simple extensive air shower array proposed by Shen and Singer 
(1957) for whioh they claimed about 90% directional efficiency, has been tested by two groups 
of physicists, McCusker et al. (1959) and Layson et al. (1900), using it in conjunction with 
cloud chambers and scintillation counters, respectively. They ooncladed that the proposed 
set up has got very poor efficiency in selecting Showers in preferred directions. I t is pointed 
out that there are some signifioant differences between the results of various authors, on this 
problem and tha t it is possible to make further improvements in the performance of the de-
vice, besides the two methf^rjs suggeste.l by McCusker et al. (1959). 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Shen and Singer (1957) proposed a simple extensive air shov/er array consisting 
of three G. M. counter telescopes, placed a t the vertices of a triangle, for which 
they claimed a directional efficiency of 90%. This arrangement has been tested 
by McCuker et al., (1959) using a similar unit in conjunction with two cloud 
chambers. From their experimental results they concluded tha t there is no great 
improvement in the angular resolution of the apparatus suggested by Shen and 
Singer, and it is not of much value in looking for anisotropy in the high energy 
primary cosmic radiation. Their results indicate tha t the vertical arrangement 
leads only to 7% (or a t the best 14%) enrichment of showers coming from the 
near vertical direction. But our results (Bhaskara Rao and Gill, 1960), obtained 
during the course of an investigation on the influence of geomagnetic field on ex-
tensive air showers a t Gulmarg, suggest an enrichment value of the order of 6 5 % . 
With a view to check our Gulmarg data, a similar experiment has been conducted 
a t Aligarh (alt. 680 ft.), again with two telescopes. The experimental results 
give an enrichment figure of 54% which is very high when compared to tha t of 
McCusker et al. Moreover, McCusker et al., contented tha t there is no serious 
disagi-eement between their own results and those of Shen and Singer. Even 
this contention is not justifiable as shown at a latter stage. Further, their results 
are in disagreement not only with our results, but also with those of Shen and 
Singer and of Rathgeber (1959). Although the experimental results of Layson 
et al. (1960) agree well with their theoretical calculations, their shower data do not 
seem to follow the well established cos ^6 law. Finally, whatever might be the 
actual directional efficiency and usefulness of the shower array proposed by Shen 
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and Singer, the observed discrepancies are very significant and worth consideration. 
Further slight improvements can be made in the device. 
E X P E R T M E N T A L 
The arrangement used consisted of two G.M. counter telescopes of semiangle 
10°, with two trays in each. Each t ray consisted of four counters connected in 
parallel. The telescopes could be tilted independently around any axis. All 
other details of the experiment were exactly the same as mentioned in our paper 
(Bhaskara Rao and Gill, 1960). 
The separation between the telescopes was 40m. Fourfold coincidences were 
recorded in the East-West and North-South planes, the telescopes being fixed in 
three positions, vertical, 45° zenith angle and horizontal, in rotation. The posi-
tion of the telescopes was changed from the E-AV plane to N-S plane and vice 
versa for every twenty days. The data were corrected for pressure and tem-
perature variations using ^ = —10% cm^iHg.. and 6r = — 0 . 3 8 % per degree C, 
respectively. Then the average of the shower rates in the two planes was cal-
culated. 
R R S U I . TS A N D D I S C U S S I O N 
Here four instances are given, including our own results at Aligarh, to point 
out the large discrepancies between the results of various authors. 
(A) The shower rates corresponding to 40 m separation of the telescopes 
were given in Table I . 
TABLE I 
Coincidence rate vs. zenith angle 
Average 
Zenith angle coincidence rate 





V X 100 
4 . 9 8 ± 0 . 0 8 
3 . 6 9 ± 0 . 0 7 
2 . 3 0 ± 0 . 0 6 
% = 54% Percentage enrichment 
Where V = Coincidence rate with telescopes in the vertical position, 
H = Coincidence rate in the horizontal position. 
Here it should be remembered tha t the experimental results of McCusker et al., 
actually give only 7 % enrichment which is very low when compared to our value 
of 54%. 
(B) Some of the experimental results of Rathgeber, 
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TABLE II 











] . 25 ± 0 . 2 3 
1 .56±0.27 
0 . 7 7 i 0 . 1 6 
From the columns (X) and (Y), enrichment vahies can be calculated as 36% and 
51% respectively. Evident^, there is large difference between the enrichment 
A-alues of McCusker et al., and Rathgeber. 
(C) Comparison of the experimental results of Shen and Singher and Mc-
Cusker et al. 
TABLE III 


















of effecti\ e 
zenith angle 
Shen and Singer 
13.2° 







0 . 4 6 ± 0 . 0 2 5 
0.605 + 0.039 






5 5 % 
14% 
The experimental set up used by McCusker et al., was just similar to that of 
Shen and Singer. Shen and Singers' results show a difference of 55% in the 
counting rate for a difference of 13.2° in the effective zenith angle, whereas those 
of McCusker et al., show onlj^ a variation of 14% for 19.2° difference of effective 
zenith angle. In fact McCusker et al., should have observed a difference larger 
than 55%. Moreover, McCusker et al., contented that then- experimental results 
are not in serious disagreement with those reported by Shen and Singer. From 
the above table it is easy to see how they are not justified in their contention. 
(D) Experimental results of Layson et al.,{1960) : 
The directional response of the same set up was also tested by Layson et al., 
using it in conjunction with the Sydney air shower apparatus. Although they 
claim that their experimental results are in good agreement with their theoretical 
calculations, their data do not seem to follow the well known cos"/? law. The 
zenithal distribution of showers given by them in the form of histogram, (corres-
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ponding to all showers) is compared \vith the distribution obtained by McCusker 
et al., with the help of cloud chambers. Even if the directional efficiency of the 
system were to be low the observed data should have followed the cos"*? law. 
Data obtained by McCusker, et al, follows the theoretical distribution M-ell, but 
the histogram given by Layson et al. is much different from what it ought to 
be. From Fig. 1(b) it can be seen tha t the telescopic system records more showers 
at larger zenith angles (from 5°-40°, a t an interval of 5°) than from the vertical 
and near vertical i.e., 0°-5°. In particular the shower ra te a t 20°—25° is four times 
the rate a t 0°-5°. This discrepancy is of very serious nature, which requires 
Jo' fS" io' 25' JS' "0' ^5' 
(a) fifSC/lTS OF Mc CUSKCR, et at (i) P£i(/LTI Of^ Ll9yj0t^,et al,lfc/l3>ia„erO 
IFig. 1. The frequency of showers of different zenith angles setting off the arrangement. 
some explanation. Rossi (1960) attr ibuted the flat distribution of showers 
observed a t Alto (alt. 4100m; shower size (10' < iV < 3 X 10') to the fact that the 
showers are still near their maximum development. But the same arguments 
cannot hold good in the case of showers recorded a t Sydney. 
In view of the significant discrepancies in the experimental results of Mc-
Cusker el al, and other workers, and the irregularities of basic value in the zenithal 
distribution of showers recorded by Layson et al, one should be cautious in 
drawing a quanti tat ive conclusion regarding the directional efficiency of the shower 
array. I t is to be emphasized tha t the directional efficiency of an array decreases 
at larger zenith angles because of the nonuniformity of the side shower background. 
McCusker et al, suggested two ways to improve the performance of the device. 
This can be still improved by using sets of two or more counters connected in 
parallel, in the telescopes, instead of single counters, a t the same time keeping 
the apei-ture of the telescopes constant by adjusting the separation between the 
upper and lower sets suitably. This offers larger sensitive area for shower particles 
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coming within the defined aperture of the telescopes and helps in reducing the 
percentage background of side showers from zenith angles, other than the defined 
aperture, in which we are not interested. This background can also be reduced 
by increasing the multiplicity of coincidence from six to nine, with a third set of 
counters in bet\\een the upper and lower sets c)f each telescope. These modifica-
tions do not have any significant effect on shower particles falling within the defined 
angle, but considerably reduce the background, 
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